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So, how does it work?

Automated VAT Reclaim makes 
VAT recovery simple and direct

Show your card Data transmitted
automatically

Reclaim more
VAT

No effort
No time wasted

Get VAT back automatically and
improve your bottom line

20% of preferred 
suppliers drive 
80% of volume

Preferred suppliers 
become Affiliates 
and electronically 
transfer invoice data 
for VAT processing

How can that be? The 80/20 rule of course! 

This drives VAT 
compliant e-invoices 

And eliminates lost 
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We eliminate the hassle
Reclaim more 
VAT without 
even thinking 
about it—
through 
automation

Manual processes 
are complex and 
time-intensive

Large invoices 
provide the only 
decent ROI

Eliminate your effort—
hand off the entire 
process

Increase your 
return—process 
T&E-related and 
small invoices

Get your full 
share of the 73% 
unclaimed VAT
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DIY and traditional 
processes collect 
a small portion 
of potential
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Why do companies leave so 
much T&E VAT unclaimed?

Manual 
processes are 
complex and 
time-intensive

DIY and traditional 
processes capture 

a fraction of
the potential

40% of 
invoices are 

non-compliant

Travelers 
lose 

invoices

?

VAT myths

You need
hard copy 
invoices

Large invoices 
provide the 
only decent ROI

What’s the opportunity?
VAT rates vary and so does your reclaim opportunity

Your travel patterns determine how much VAT your 
company pays and needs to recoup

4-27%
VAT rate range

12%
Average VAT rate

€2.0B

€5.5B

73% of paid VAT goes unclaimed

You’re leaving money on the table

Supplier invoices 
typically reclaimed

T&E rarely
reclaimed

Companies pay over 

€7.5B
VAT per year

Sources: 1, 2, 5Taxeo, 2013; 3, 4VAT Rates European Union, 2013; 6Business Travel News, 2013
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